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SEARCY, ARKANSAS

OCTOBER 9, 1958

Ackers Named Sec'y. of Development: Dr. Benson Speech Open House to Be
Aids Teague With Pay-for-a-day Plan Concerns Threat Monday Night
Of Communism
Continued- successful response
to the Harding Pay-for-a-day
plan has resulted in the instituting of a new office in the Student Association to assist the
administration in promoting the
financial aid program.
Gary
Ackers, a sophomore from Berkeley, Calif., has been appointed
to the office of secretary of development by John Wilson, student association president.
Ackers will work in cooperation with Bill Teague who is vicepresident of development and director of the Pay-for-a-Day i:rogram. Teague will continue to
handle the program in the interest of the administration
while Ackers' responsibility will
be to promote public relations of
the program in behalf of the student body.
"Since the student body is
the school, we feel that the best
public relations can be established by students themselves,"
Ackers stated. "We want contributors to get to know the students th• are helping and be
introducea to the campus from
the student's viewpoint."
One of the services of the office will include writing letters
of invitation to Pay-for-a-Day
participants to spend "their day"
at Harding. This letter will also
inquire into the special interests
of the donators so the day they
spend on campus can be planned
accordingly.
A record of the day with pictures and accounts of the honors and activities as they happened will be compiled for each ,.
visitor and presented to him as
a momento.

Harding's Largest Band
Plans Year's Activities:
Baggett Is Director
Harding's 44-piece band, the
largest the school has ever had,
has made extensive plans for activities during the coming school
year.
Future plans of this group include playing for all the Harding
Academy home football games, a
chapel program in about two
weeks, and a concert during the
Thanksgiving lecture series. In
February the 110-piece Arkansas
Intercollegiate Band will visit the
Harding campus.
Already the band has played
at the White County Fair and
on Monday night, September 29,
they played for the Judsonia
Chamber of Commerce.
Concerning the increased number in the band Mr. G. E. Baggett, the band director, said, "I
appreciate the response of the
student body to the band that
has made possible our larger
group."

One of Many Talks
In American Studies

What social club do I want to
pledge?
Who are members?
Wha·t do the social clubs do?
To help answer these questions
presently in the minds of most
freshmen and transfer girls, each
of the women's social clubs will
have open house Monday night,
Oct. 13, from 8:30 to 10 p.m. in
Cathcart Hall.

At a meeting of the American
Studies group Friday night, Oct.
3, Dr. Benson spoke concerning
the threat of communism to the
American way of life. Following his speech, the group was
By this means, the girls can
served a chili dinner by wives of become acquainted with the varifaculty members of the School of ous clubs, their members, and
American Studies.
sponsors. Also each club will
In speaking of the communist probably have displays of prevthreat in this country, Dr. Ben- ious and present activities and
son pointed out that for years projects.
Harding College has been underThose wishing to pledge a so. scoring this threat thru its Freecial club must then turn in a
dom Forum program and the
preference sheet to Mrs. Inez
School of American Studies. He
Pickens, dean of women, listing
stated that the threat of communism is our nation's number their first three choices. Each
, one problem. "Our job in Amer- new girl is urged to attend these
ica," he emphasized to faculty functions and join a club.
The lnterclub Council, premembers at the meeting, "is to
immunize our children against sided over by Mrs. Pickens, sponsor, elected officers for the year
the perils of communism."
in a meeting Monday night, Oct.
The theme for this year's
American Studies program is, 6.
Lavonne Thompson was chos"The Art of Leadership and Human Relations."
The group en as Council chairman, Ann
meets semi-monthly at which Tatum, assistant chairman, and
time guest speakers will address Lynn Alexander, secretary-rethem concerning some phase of porter.
the theme. Dr. Ganus, dean of
the School of Amercian Studies,
stated that si)eakers for the near "The Russian Man"
future include Charlie Meyer, Jr., Theme for Meeting
owner of the Meyer Baking Co.
Of Russian Studies Club
in Little Rock, and Bob Goff,
owner of a chain of super marAt the recent meeting of the
kets in the Little Rock area. Ef- Russian Studies Club, officers
forts are being made to bring na- were elected and the theme of
tionally known speakers to the study for the year was ancampus during the year.
Gary Ackers
nounced.
The theme for the
On Monday, Oct. 20, the group year is to be "The Russian Man."
will tour Jacksonville Air Base Dr. J. D. Bales will be the
Panel to Be Presented
at Little Rock. "The purpose of speaker for the next meeting.
By Preachers Club
The officers are: W. P. Mallory,
this tour," Dr. Ganus stated, ''is
The Monday night Preacher's to study the Strategic Air Com- pres.; Don Green, vice-pres.;
Meeting in the Small Auditorium mand, to see how it fits into Dorothy Walker, publicity chairat 7:30 p.m. will be one of the American life, its purpose, man.
interest to both men and women. and operation."
Gene Rainey, sponsor, urges all
The panel will discuss woman's
students who are interested in
The
big
tour
of
the
semester
work in the Church. The panel
for the group will be to Chicago this field of study to attend the
consists of Mesdames Myrtle
;next meeting to be held '\'hursRowe, G. S. Benson, W. H. and Evanston, Ill., Dec. 13-18. day, Oct. 9, in the American
On
this
trip
they
will
study
busiBrown, and Miss Irene Johnson.
Studies Auditorium, at 9:00 p.m.
Each lady has been abroad and ness and industry. Dr. Ganus Notices concerning the date and
also
expressed
hope
that
they
all are now engaged in Christian
might have a session with the place of meetings will be posted.
service.
mayor of Chicago.
This year, for the first time Bennie Porter, John Eshelman,
Dactylology Club Gets since
the American Studies pro- Larry Hand, Charles Jester, SylNational Recognition
gram was implemented at Har- vester Overturf, Darrell CornelThe Harding Dactylology Club ding College, co-eds are being ius, Odell Clevenger, Dave Mcreceived national recognition re- permitted to participate in its Dougall, Terry Loveland, James
cently through an article in the activities. They are Misses Sue Kelly, Bill Beeson, Gerald HunSeptember issue of the American Vinther, Jeanette Harrington, nicut and Charles Jones.
Annals of the Deaf submitted by Ferra Sue Sparks, Betty Baker,
Dr. Ganus stated that there is
Gary Blake, former president of and Margie Cannon.
room in the school for two or
the club.
Other members of the school" three more who are qualified.
The two-page article relates' include: Rex Gentry, Joe Olree, To qualify, individuals must be
the history of the campus sign Bill Morgan, William Earnhart, majoring in either Business, Solanguage club, its (:'resent teach- Bill Moore, John Maple, Kelso cial Sciences, or Educational Ading program, pur'Poses and ac- Waters, Gene Rainey, Ed High- ministration, and have a high
tivities.
tower, Bill Dil~, Don Helms, academic rating.

Leading this year's freshman class are: L to R - Don Berryhill,
president; Pete Williams, boy's representative; Georgia Claypool, girl's representative; Pat Street, secretary-treasurer; Lewis
Walker, vice-president.

Don Berryhill Elected
Freshmen President
Williams, Claypool, Street, and Walker
Named to Other Offices in Close Run-Offs
Clima~ing an arduous campaign by office seekers of
the freshman class, Don Berryhill, chemistry and physical education major from Searcy, triumphed over his opponents to win the office of president. Lewis Walker,
mathematics major from Earle, Ark., was elected vicepresident and Pat Street,
business education major, Mrs. Lewis Walker, was graduwas voted secretary-treas- ated from Earle High School in
urer.
Also chosen were 1958. He was a member of the
nen's representative, Pete All-State football team, and was
Williams, and women's rep- Class B state champion in high
low hurdles.
·esentative, Georgie Clay- and
Miss Street, the daughter of

,:>001.
The first election held Oct. 7
·_ n chapel saw 24 names on the
Jallot. Other contenders for the
Jffice of president were Jim Cor_ey, Bob Figgens, and Bob Deats.
Bob Cope, Jimmy Heath, Jack
:Cline, Sidney Smith, Phil Sumnerlin, and Lewis Walker cam.Jaigned for the position of veep.
Seven women students, Sarah
Burns, Lois Cobb, Linda Goyne,
ifirginia Pollard, Hilda Porter,
:athy Smith, and Pat Street appeared on the ballot for the of:ice of secretary-treasurer.
Vying for the Student Council
positions of men's representative
were Lanier Allen, Jim Howard
md Pete Williams. The position
of women's representative was
contested by Georgie Claypool,
3-loria Davis, Marion Harrison,
md Sue Hutchinson.
Twenty-four candidates for
freshman class offices trans:ormed the campus into a colorful display of rhymes, banners
md posters this week each imloring, "Vote for Me!" Everything went as usual as library,
:lormitories, and administration
building were covered with cam;>aign posters.
However, the
traditional fictitious candidate
.vas unable to campaign, due to
1 severe case of the flu which
:esulted in his untimely demise.
The newly elected officers
~ame to Harding with a list ot
lchievements
already ''under
'.;heir belt."
Berryhill, the son of Mr. and
Mrs. M. E. Berryhill, was grad1ated from Harding Academy in
1958. At the Academy he was
1 member of the Citizenship
'.::lub and recipient of the per>onality titles and best athlete
iward.
Walker, the son of Mr. and

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Street,
Searcy, was graduated from Harding Academy in 1958 where she
was class treasurer, member of
the May Court, and social club
president.
Williams, a business major, is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Alvin
He was
Williams, Memphis.
graduated from Harding Academy in 1958.
Miss Claypool, the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. George Claypool,
Jerico Springs, Mo., was graduated from Lockwood High School
in 1958 where she ranked second in her class and served as
assistant editor of the school
yearbook.

B•1te s·1ze News

•
Red China has begun a weeklong cease-fire, but U. S. officials
are dubious of its value. Hope
is entertained for a permanent
settlement soon.
The Eighth U. S. Circuit of
Appeals has extended the Little
Rock school leasing bar until
Oct. 15. Faubus, meanwhile, has
been i;i.ttack.ing "judicial tyranny."
The stock market is setting
new records every day. The
boom is on again! !
"Cyrano du Bergerac" was
shown last Saturday by the Student Association. We'll have
another film this week.
Hagard faces, dragging feet,
and late burning lights have been
in evidence on campus recently.
The doom of four-weeks tests
has been upon us.

Twenty-four ·Campaigners Plaster Campus With Poster Propaganda

Revival of Soap Box Campaigning.

An innocent bystander.

"Don't worry, I used to be in Vaudeville"
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A WORD ABOUT SOCIAL CLUBS
The ending of the first six weeks of
school is important at Harding College
in two ways. First, you have your first
real examinations: Second, the ending
of six weeks means that each and every
student who so desires is invited to
beco~e a member of one of the social
clubs on campus. This is a milestone in
your college career, for many of your
happiest moments will stem from your
club fellowship and association.
Perhaps we can drop a few tips to
those who are. definitely interested in
clubs, and we hope that everyone is
interested.
The social clubs are part of the
finest traditions of Harding College.
They have long served a purpose of providing clean, wholesome · recreation for
students. All the clubs are similar in
size, organization, and ideals.
As upperclassmen we urge you to
visit each club and consider carefully
this decision. Try to pick a group with
whom you can have a good time. But
let us say this, don't build your hopes
on getting· a particular bid. All the clubs
are good, and there will be classmates in
every one of them that you will like.
Just remember that the spirit of fellowship is more important than a selfish
desire to wear a certain colored jacket.
Be a good sport, and when the big day
comes that you join a social club, pitch
in and give'em your best.

Who Is Intelligent?
By Marilyn Bailey
Wisdom ? Intellige11ce? What are the definitions of these two words? What factors determine the boundaries of each ,? Perhaps a
little boy would tell you that quoting the alphabet is a mark of intelliirence. The student a
little later might prove his intelligence through
the working of an algebraic problem. However,
to the college student, true wisdom is found
inside of him, whether he knows it or not. He
has passed through the portals of high school
and has risen to a higher learning. Admitting
it or not, the college student may feel quite
intelligent because he is in college.
Such ideas of intelligence are rather narrow.
Perhaps the fault for one to think like this lies
partly with parents and grandparents who
raised their children on such remarks as, "She
is so pretty. She looks just like her mother,"
or "He is such a fine young man. His daddy
must be proud of him." True enough, they
were proud, but this tended to spoil the children and planted within· their minds the feeling
of self-satisfaction and the feeling that as the
older they grew, the wiser they became.
However, as one writer well stated, "There's
a great day coming" "when many shall awaken
to find that they really know very little and
are very small amidst a vast host. Ask yourself, how much do I know about this book or
about world events? How much do I know
about humanity?
Students who are truly wise will plan their
work and abilities so as to grow in wisdom
and knowledge. They will begin to search, and
continue to search for knowledge, realizing
how feeble-minded people really are. Their
goal will be to succeed, not boasting of the
intelligence or knowledge they ·may have acquired through the providence and help of God,
but in humility, use it for the betterment of
mankind and the glorification of ,God from
whom all wisdom flows.
To the student who has just begun his long
journey into the field of knowledge there are
those who would suggest to him that he set
himself some definite goals. First he should
build a firm foundation by planning to succeed.
To do this h~ must, of course, develop his tiilents and use them to tlie best of his ability.
Never should he fall for stock answers or trite
phrases, but have a critical, analytical viewpoint and yet an open mind to all that he
hears. He should use his every effort to make
of himself a better person in every way so that
it can be said of him, "The world was made a
little better by the life he lived each day."

Something To Think About
By KELSO WATERS
Lieutenant General Arthur Trudeau in his
recent public charge gave us something to think
about. · He accused the Soviets of stealing our
secrets, and, after producing something of worth
from them, claiming that it was all a product
of their socialistic system. Some of us have
never -embraced completely the idea that Soviet
Union was so greatly advanced beyond the
U.S. scientific technology. Did they not steal
the Atomic Bomb secrets?
The present administration recently released
a considerably larger number of goods for trade
with the communist nations. This is most
regretable. It is inexcuseable! Tire Reds,
whether they be in Europe or Asia, have never
hesitated to shoot down American planes, seize
our citizens and property, nor do they object
to killing millions of their own people. To
trade aide with such people is to become a
party to their crimes. It is a betrayal of those
who have given their lives for American democratic concepts. Congress in 1951 passed an
act known as the Battle Act which prohibited

THE
INNER MAN
By LYNN ANDERSON

"Have t his mind in you which also was in
Christ Jesus."
Some of the most scathing rebukes ~ver
uttered by our Lord were hurled at those who
were spiritually smug and self-sat isfied. If Christ
were here to reprove up personally today, complacency would still be the target of many of
his verbal bombardments. Those of us that
call ourselves Christians, are assuming the most
glorious name that ma n oon wear. All too
often among the Lord's people this magnificent
title displayed outwardly bears false witness
as to what is within. Jesus said that His
disciples are t o be "the salt of the earth and
the light of the world" . Yet , frequently the
"salt" is mingled with worldly things until it's
"savor" is lost, and the "light" that should
brighten the world is hidden under the
''bushel" of self. How pitiable and yet how
common this condition· is.
However, I feel that these things are symptoms. The cause lies deeper than this. When
one lies dying of hunger, the drawing of his
cheeks, the quivering knee and the dull eye
are not the cause of alarm. The monster to be
feared is the gnawing, shri~ing, empty st omach
that has long since been drained of its source
of strength food. Thus in the spiritual
realm the tongue berift of praises, the eye full
of evil and the feet swift to run the mischief
are not the factors of most vital concern, but
the important thing is the cause of our wayward indifference - the empty soul - so bleak
and cold and void of love for our Lord.
Remember the words "Thou shalt love the
Lord thy God with all thy heart , with all thy
soul and with all thy mind" ?
"That is my problem," a voice confesses,
"I know I am wandering away from the path
of duty and I know it is because of lack of
love for Him, but what can I do about it? ~
believe in God and I am surely fearful of falling
into his hands, but frankly I can't really say
that I love Him. You can't force love, you
know!"
Let us analyze this problem. It is true that
love is not a thing that can be manufactured
upon demand - but we can LEARN to love our
Lord. Let us go one step further and ask
ourselves this question, "Why don't I love
God?" May;be it is because we have found no
reason to love Him. In short, we are not
actually acquainted with Him. With some of
us, it may be because we do not actually realize
that he exists.
It is impossible for us to love someone we
do not believe exists. The apostle Paul gives
us a solution to this problem by saying that
"Faith comes by hearing the word of God".
(Rom. 10:17) Thus as we spend more time in
meditation upon the scriptures, we are building
a firmer foundation for our belief in Him.
Secondly, love between individuals is usually
cultivated by association. We meet someone,
then we are with them enough to see them
encounter the various situations of life, until
what once was the bud of admiration blossoms
·into full grown love. In like manner our love
for the Lord will grow as we come to know
Him better, as we walk with Him and witness,
through His word, the beauty of His life. We
need to hear Him, while in His childhood He
reasoned with the teachers. Let us realize
the abundance of His mercy, when He quietly
delivered a sinful, yet penitent, woman from
the stones of a heartless mob of accusers.
Would that we could feel the marvelous depth
of His love, when in the presence of selfrighteous Simon. He looked into the guilt
• burdened heart of a harlot, while others saw
only a cloak of sin.
Though He is the Son of God, yet He became
humbly obedient, when in the blood-sweat of
Gethsemane's anguish He prayed, ''Not my will
but thine be done". Notice his silence during
the dark hour of his death - and it was all on
our behalf. One has said. "Christ was treated
as we deserve, that we might be treated as
he deserves." He was condemned for our sins,
in which He had no share, that we might be
justified by His righteousness in which we had
no ·share. He suffered the death which was
ours, that we might receive the life which
was His. "With his stripes we are healed".
If you say you don't love my Saviour, friend,
it's because you don't know him. Truly, the
darkness of doubt and the half light of complacency will flee as shadows before the rising
sun when "the love of Christ constraineth us".
'"And now abideth faith, hope, and love, and
the greatest of these is love."

In Arkansas an ELECTION beats all -

INNOVATION

"Pogo"

SPEEUH with PEACH

Eur

To

By PEACHY HIGHTOWER
"To be perfectly original one should think
much and read little and this is impossible,
for one must have read before one has
learned to think."
- Byron

Originality consists in the establishment of
new relationships between old concepts to produce useful systems of thinking. Original thinking often occurs in definite stages. First the
mind preceives a problem which acts as a
stimulus. This is followed by a tentative solution which pops into the consciousness. Then
the reasoning processes of the mind either accept or reject the proposed idea. If the idea
is rejected, the mind reverts to the second
stage, and the process is repeated until a satisfactory conclusion arrives. This solution usually
consists of a new combination of ideas which
results from connection of a new experience
with previous associations.
The Golden Age of Greece was saturated with
innovations. The Athenians had an 1nsatiable
thirst for knowledge, originality, and individuality. For this reason their intellect quest
-formed the basis of all subsequent European
thought. The Romans, on the other hand, had
less desire for originality, and their concept of
perfection fell within the realm of their own
achievements. However, they did become expert at using ideas originated by the Greeks and
extended their use through great technological
developments.
_
The fundamental axiom of learning processes
is that with continual association, concepts and
syste~s of thinking become ingrained so deeply
that permanent inlpressions are formed. By
this mechanism, all thinking is conditioned by
previous experience and education.
Surprising as it may seem, this process often
becomes a definite hindrance to originality.
Reading what others have written on a subject
conditions the mind to see the problem in the
same way that they have seen it and makes it
more difficult to find a new and fruitful approach. There are even grounds for the discouragement of wide reading in the general
field in which one plans to work. The reason
for this is that specia.µzed training in one area
of learning conditions a person's thinking to
those concepts which have been developed in
that field and thus bolcks original thought in
that area. Consequently innovations often com'e
from those who primary interests have been
outside the traditional thought circuits of the
field to which they are contributing. Many
great men made their most outstanding achievement in areas in which they were not trained.
Louis Pasteur, educated as a chemist, made his
most brilliant discoveries in microbiology. Bessemer the discoverer of the method for producing cheap steel, wrote:
· "I had an immense advantage over many
others dealing with the problem inasmuch as
any extension of American goods (those which
I had no fixed ideas from long established
will build up their war machine in any way)
practice to control and bias my mind, and did
to any communist nation.
not suffer from the belief that whatever is,
The determination of what things are strais right."
tegic is the responsibility of the executive de- •
Besscemer's and Pasteur's experiences . are
partment. The list of strategic goods today is
examples of this principle. The trained expert
60 per cent less than the original list of strategic items. No longer can these so called nonhas a distinct advantage in subjects in which
strategic goods be kept out of the hands of the
knowledge' is still growing or where the parcommunists! When the Senate Permanent Subticular problem is a new version of one already
committee on Investigations examined the situasolved, for he is ready to extend established
tion during the 84th Congress, they stated in
chains of thought. However, where knowledge
their conclusion: "The Subcommit tee believes
is no longer flowing, and the field is largely
the Executive branch of the government has
worked out, a new revolutionary approach is
violated the spirit, if not the letter of the Battle
required and this is more likely to come from
Act since its enactment of 1951. It appears that
an outsider. Thus in our society a Greek would
in this matter the Executive branch has disreprobably make a better theoretical physicist
garded the clear intent of Congress. Mr. Harwhile a Roman would be more adept at putting
old Stassen, as Battle Act administrator, in
.s atellites into orbit.
effect circumvented the Battle Act by deterThe nature of learning presents a paradox
mining that items of manifest strategic signifior originality versus scholasticism. In some
cance, and which had been so regarded prior
aspects of life, the Greek is superior, in others,
to the 1954 revisions, were not strategic for
the Roman. We have to look to those who
the purposes of allied trade with the Commuare both for innovations.
nist bloc . . ."

When one writes a column for a paper, he
should not watch television and eat and converse at the same time. The outcome· may be
confusing.
The writer hopes that everyone enjoyed the
movie last Saturday night. · Even though some
have mentioned that they had rather see more
recent and "better" movies, we feel that the
recent shows can be seen now, and the ''better"
ones are not necessarily the recent ones. We
select the movies from the Classic Film Masterpieces. Not only do they have excellent actors,
producers, and directors, but they are also educational, and quite enjoyable, as was exhibited
in "Cyrano de Bergerac." We are sorry, however, that the sound was not very good. It was
not because of the film, and we shall try to do
better in the future.
One week from today, Oct. 16, all students
who are interested in becoming a Campus
Players will be given an opportunity to do' so.
Listen for a chapel announcement for the details. Enthusiasm is reigning as King of Campus
Players this year. The old Players are looking
forward. to the zeal of the new Players.
Thought of the week: "Consistency thou art
a jewel."
'
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Miss Carolvn Barton Rei ans As Aloha Phi KaPpa Queen

THE HARDING BISON
S
Searcy, Ark. Oct. 9, 1958

Fashions Revealed
In s·tyle Show
Home Economics Club
To Atten·d State Meet

Le Slaughppy Jeaux
Served to Sub-Ts

B e a U. t i f u 1 fashion, lovely
models, and a receptive audience
all of those elements were
present at the Home Economics
The Home Economic Club met
The Sub-T cabin ·and lake was Style Show Tuesday evening,
Thursday evening, Oct. 2, to
the 'scene of the club's first stag Sept. 30, in the large auditorium.
make final plans ·for the State
outing this year. The festivities The Style Show served a: twoHome Economics meeting in
Little Rock. Lynn Alexander was were held Saturday night, Sept. fold purpose - first, to present
27. The menu slated Le Slaughpchosen as the Harding nominee
the girls "Around the Clock
for State Vice-President, Mozelle PY Jeaux, expertly prepared Fashions" for campus wear and
under the supervision of chef
Telchik was elected to serve on
>econd, to acquaint the girls with
the State Nominating Committee, Sam Kitching. Several of the the Home Economics , Club.
and Janice Helms is to answer boys went for airplane rides
The Style Show, narrated by
roll call for the Harding Home while others manifested dis- 1hirley Richardson, opened with
pleasure
at
the
idea
by
a
muo
Economics Club.
slinging ordeal (to be taken in Judy Watson singing "September
The club voted unaminously to the literal sense).
Song".
Eighteen models apre-elect Mrs. Guy Thompson as · Delia Beth Stafford was re- peared in the fashions which
t he club sponsor. A co-sponsor elected club queen. Her gradi- l'{ere especially chosen because of
was also discussed. The president tude was displayed by ·a mont- '·heir adaptability to the campus
then appointed the program trous, but short live choclate life at Harding.
chairman for the year.
Miss Watson sang two more
cake.
The next meeting will be in
The club, under leadership of >elections, "Winter Wonderland"
the Empire Room Tuesday night Jack Baldwin, hopes to have a 'lnd ''It Might As Well Be
with formal initiation of the new .,.ood year in spite of losing sev- Spring", as the fashion review
members. The Home Economics ;ral of its outstanding members urogressed.
·
club is still open for new mem- who suffered the fate of all good - The audience soon found that
Miss Carolyn Barton, a junior from Birmingham, Ala, reigns as Alphi Phi Kappa queen.
these fashions were not only
seniors.
an education major and a member of the Regina social club. Chatting with their queen are: ber~.
"Around the Clock Fashions"
L to R - Carl Goad, ·Jim Cox, Jerry Mitchell, Dave Meadows, and Mike White.
to their members in a joint slum- but were fashions for every sea- .
her party Sunday evening, ~ct <>0n and every occasion at Hard5 Charades began the everunr ;ng. The girls modeled outfits
European Mission Club Science Club Hears
Mohican Club Elects
'i~d ended two hours later with for the classroom, sport events,
Last Monday night the memTo Hear John McRay Dr. Clark Stevens
the KATs in the lead. Popcorn 1ounging, bedtime, lyceums, the
bers of the Mohican social club
Once again Harding Academy and Cokes, a vigorous pillow Little Rock series, and church
Dr. Clark Stevens spoke on met to discuss plans for this begins a new year of varied acJohn McRay, of the Harding
Bible faculty, will speak to the ''What is Science? " at the first year's activities. Mavis Bald- tivities and challenging oppor- fight, and tall tales, led by J~an services.
The Home Ee Club is grateful
European Mission Club Tuesday, meeting of the Science Club win, Big Chief, presided over the tunities. Mr. Perry Mason an- Thompson, provided a grand time
for all present.
to the Elizabeth Ann Shop for
Oct. 14, at nine, p.m. in Apart- Thursday · night, Sept. 30, in meeting.
nounces that the Academy has
Carlton Burke and Lanny >upplying the fashions.
ment D of Sewell Hall on "Mis- keeping with the theme of the
Kenneth Perrin, who recently reached its highe:>t enrollment,
sionary Methods of Denomina- club this year, Frontiers of became a father, has been chosen 155 students. We welcome the Casey have been elected presitions".
Science.
to be the new Medicine Man of many new students from Little dent and vice-president of Beta
':>hi Deltas Elect Veep;
Club for this year.
A short business meeting was the club. The Mohicans pre- Rock.
At the last meeting of the club,
of
the
Harding
AcadOfficers
held
prior
to
the
talk
and
two
Bob Helston and Irene Johnson
sented him with a club T-shirt
Two new members, Annette emy Chorus are as follows: Tim- ':hoose New Sponsor
discussed methods of contact. new officers were elected, Myra to open the meeting.
Davis
and Sid Tate, have been
The Phi Delta social club met
Also, Jerry Jones explamed the Dasher, sec-treas. and Lynn MerAfter discussing plans for elected to the Citizenship Club, my Rhodes, pres. ; Lanny Casey,
vice-pres.; Dee Vone Clark, sec.; with its new sponsor, Mrs. Waclub project, sending Bible charts rick, reporter-historian.
pledge week, a project, club
filling in the two senior vacan- and Annette Davis, librarian. The "lice Beckett, Monday, Sept. 29.
to European missionaries. Miss
functions, and other activities,
chorus has five more members Mrs. Beckett, secretary to Dr.
Johnson served refreshments of to those interested in teaching the members feasted on a cake cies.
Sunday evening, Sept. 28, old this year, making a total of for- Edwin Hughes, was chosen at
cookies and hot chocolate.
baked
by
club
sweetheart
Judy
Christ's word, and everyone is
members of the STAR social club ty.
~he first meeting.
Parks.
All meetings will be profitable invited to atend.
enjoyed a get-together at the
Members of the sextet for this
Marilyn Flynt was elected vice
_,+ home of their sponsor, Andee year are Jo Hughes, Nan~y oresident to fill the vacancy left
King. Popcorn and Cokes were Knott Marion Cawood, Jacqwe i,y a non - returning member.
i
JOHNSON
You're Always Welcome At The
served; plans, posters, and par- Hathdock, Naita Jean Berryhill, Plans were made for open house,
j SEWING CENTER
ties were discussed until four and Dee Vonne Clark.
and pledge week was discussed.
o'clock, Monday morning.
The men's quartet consists of
A fudge party was held after
·Name Brand
Marcia Lloyd p.nd Merla Rus- Carlton Burke, Galen Oliver, early services on Sunday evening
j Sewing Machines
sell, sponsors of the Sub Deb and Tommy Bryant, and Timmy in the kitchen of Cathcart.
The Phi Deltas have lost six
Universal
Hoover
1 KAT social clubs were hostesses Rhodes.
We have anything you need for infants and teens.
members to Dan Cupid and
+•-u-111-1.11-1•-U1-111i1-a-Ni
i
111-1t
Vacuum Cleaners
others fell by the wayside for
Three doors west of the Rialto Theater
j Repair, parts, accessories I
various reasons. The returning
You're Welcome f
members are: Jackie Harrison,
j
RENTALS
Marilyn Flynt, June Young, Katy
to
J
110
E.
Center
Ph.
1456
j
Save by stopping at the TOT SHOP
Thompson, Frieda Harris, Carol
Smith, Marilyn Rausch, Dorothy
West, and :oOnna Peugh.
(Across from

Academy News

+--·-..--..

THE ' TO.T SHOP

,._.

1
!
t

J

1
i

i
l
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l
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Deluxe
Barber Shop

I Melton

J

i

Walls

l

t
t
I

Cooper!

West Side of
Court House

t
i

Modern
Shoe Store
Van-Atkins)

Excellent
Shoe Repair Service
Brands you know,
Shoes you love.

+1-an-111-Ma-•11-1111-111-11-11-11-1+

White House Cafe

Baker's

Cities Service

*
*

Pick-up and Delivery
service
A complete line of
City Service products

See us and Save
211 East Race

~ Ph~

1516

We serve good home cooked food.
Our pleasure is pleasing you.
Anything from a snack to a full course dinner

811 E. Race Ave.

Le/t to right:

Tara
$36.75·

VAN ATKINS

Silver Wheat

Krohs Ladies
Apparel
Remember your Xmas
shopping. Buy from us
now and save.

Next to Sterlings 5 & 10

$33.75
Francis First

$39.75

introduces the

Rose Cascade
Autumn
Leaves

$36.75
$36.75

Prices are for 6-pc. place settings an cl include Federal Tax.

Silver
Sculpture

.

Season after season, year after year,

$36.73

Fall Harvest SALE
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 9

Reed & Barton sterling is the choice of brides who want
the very finest solid silver for their homes.

M. M. Garrison Jeweler
Gifts Bought at Garrison's Engraved FREE

·

In Searcy Since 1905
We Sell only Nationally Advertised Products
Phone 225

We have all your clothing needs and at
Low, Low Prices.
Make Shopping a TREAT

We have the Goods that will make you NEAT.

ALL-EN Is
QUALITY BAKERY
We welcome Harding Collect students and faculty.
Our business is to serve
you with top ql.Jtllity
cookies, decorated cakes
and bakery products.

113 E. Center Ave.
Phone 353

I
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Delta Chi Omega Has
'Supper Line' Meeting
On Thursday evening, October
2, nine Delta Chi's met in the
supper line for on informal meal
together. While gulping dining
hall fare, they discussed club
business.
Plans were made for a bunking
party later this month. Also, a
party for visiting Lanelle Gammill, a former Delta Chi, was
scheduled for Saturday night,
October 4.

Northern Lights Club
To Meet Tonight
Would you like to be a Northern Light. If you are interested
in missionary work in the northern United States, Alaska, and
Canada attend the short meeting
of the Northern Lights Club tonight, Oct. 9, in Science Building,
Room 200. There will ·be an
election of officers and a short
discussion about the plans for
this year.

Cavaliers Begin 13th
Year as Harding Club

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Thompson of Laings, Ohio, announce the
engagement and approaching
marriage of their younger daughter, LaVonne Eileen, to Gerald
. Ransom, son of Mr. and Mrs. C.
F. Ransom of Bradford, Ark.
The bride-elect is a graduate
of Green Local High School, Laings, Ohio, and is a senior business education major at Hardillg
College. Miss Thompson is a
member of the Regina social club.
The bridegroom is a graduate
of Bradford High School, Bradford, Ark., and Harding College
where he was a member of the
Sigma Tau Sigma social club. At
present Mr. Ransom is associate
minister for the North Houston
Church of Christ, Houston, Tex.
The marriage will be solemnized June 13 in the Laings
Church of Christ, Laings, Ohio.

Circle ~ Elects Officers
At the last regular meeting of
the Circle K Club of Harding
College officers were. elected for
the 1958-59 school year. Dick
Mock was elected pres.; Marion
Henderkson, sec; Sammy Brooks,
vice-pres; and Bille Rae Smith,
Treas. It' was also agreed at
the meeting to furnish five men
for each intramural football
game to run the cllain and the
P.A. System. The visitors at the
meeting were recognized and the
meeting was then adjourned.

WHC's Birthday Party
For Oldest Soc 'ial Club

The regular meeting of the
WHC's was held Sept. 29, to
discuss plans and make preparations for Open House and
pledge week .
A birthday party for the club,
the first women's social club
on campus, was planned for Oct.
12, at the Rendezvous Restau-1 ;::~;::;::;::;::;:::::;::;::;::;::;::;::;:::::;:::::;
rant. Followirt'k this celebration
See the New
a bunking party will be held at
the home of the sponsor, Mrs.
Harding Records
Evan Ulrey, to complete all final
Low Priced
preparations for pledge week.

shoes

WELCOME
To

Heur's Shoe
Store

Bradley's
Barber Shop

Put yourself in our

Pioneers Choose Queen:
Present Chapel Program

The Inter-collegiate Society for
Individualists
met
Thursday
night, Sept. 30, in the American
Studies Auditorium. Bob Silvey
spoke on conditions in Europe as
he saw them.
Any person interested in becoming a member of ISI must
submit a written application to
the executive board. ,

The Cavalier club met Tuesday October 7. Plans were made
for the celebration of the
thirtieth year on the Harding
Campus.
Students considering pledging
the Cavaliers were given information concerning the club and
a question and answer period
was held. They were introduced
to ihe club queen, Miss Regina
Clary, and the sponsor, Dr. Bill
Williams. A cake baked by Miss
Clary was served.

La Vonne Thompson

Miss Thompson
To Wed in June

ISi Have Open Meeting

25 ¢ Dial Soap .......... .. 19¢
l 8¢ Lux , Bath Size .. .. 13¢

29¢ Dove, Bath Size .... 21¢
69¢ Tooth Brushes ..... . 39¢
59¢ Vitalis ...

EVERY DA.Y VALUES

Supply Co.

DRUG STORE

Special Discounts on Banquet Orders

1
1

221 W. Market St.
Searcy, Ark.

204 No. Spring

THE GREEN BARN FLORIST

\

BEMISWALL
FOLDING

~

DOORS

~~e

and

g
5

PARTITIONS
CHURCHES

STOP! SHOP! ·and SAVE!

and

with

*

••

"Be Thrifty"

Our new remodeled
Laundrette also has

**

SCHOOLS

STERLING STORES

6 for $1.00

*.

••

*

Searcy's Leading Sc - $1.00

Fluff dry service
Dry Cleaning
Laundry washed,
dried and pants
finished.

Completely Remodeled

i'-•-n-•-.._,._.._.,_,._;..,._.,_... _.,_,._.,_,.._ .,_ .,_.., __

Corsages

Wilco Laundrette
Phone 339

Record Players and Music on record Opera, Sacred, show, ballet, popular,
hillbilly, western, and bop, in
stereo and monaural.

1.29

.00 Stationery .. ........ 79¢

:±:111111111u111111111111c111111111111a111111111111u111111111111c111111111111n111111111111a111111111111a111111111111u111111111111a111111111111r~

··'.c

. .... ... 40¢

Net ..... .. ....... .

Ia
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Arrangements

207 North Oak

Gifts

,._,.._T

Novelties

Economical
Compact
Easy to operate
Durable

Phone 336 \

WE WIRE FLOWERS .
l
!_I . _,._,._ .,_.,_w_.,_.,_..,_,.,
____ ,..:_.._ ,._ ,._,._•-•-111-11-•elo

West Book Store·

-HARDINGFaculty and Students
WE SOLICIT YOUR BUSINESS

On the square in Searcy
OUR

s

E

~

Lovebright Diamond Rings

5

E

~

c:;:

A room for smaller parties

The registered diamonds that assure you of permanent ~
value always.
FINE ST·ERLING SILVER by Gorham,
.. Towle, Wallace and international.
CHINA by Lenox and Syracuse.
CRYSTAL by Tiffin, Glastonbury.

*
*

;

I
I

I-;
i

i
i

*

Two watch repairmen for the finest in
•

JEWELRY and WATCH REPAIR

with no interest at

a~

PARRISH JEWELRY

I

~

I

§ Phone 431
~

Court Square

Searcy, Ark.

A Friendly Welcome

~

MAYFAIR

E

Ii
~
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.

primping 11

and

~

~

11

Good Cooking

~_:_

OPEN AN EASY PAY CREDIT ACCOUNT

g

Two hotel rooms for wraps and

~

~

FACILITIES

A Pl~ce to Assemble for Banquets
seating 300.
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Phyllis Smith · ·
Across the street from White County Motor Co.
"=:=======================~

Ii
din

2.00 Revlon Silken

Ia

~

shi~

34¢ Lux Flakes .. ......... . 30¢

l

IDEAL SHOP

5

Start Today I

33 ¢ Tide ...... .... .. ...... 29¢

For Wedding Consultant Service

~~

~

limi
gra1
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gra1

98 ¢ Colgate Push Button
Dental Cream
69¢

HEAD LEE'S

at the

com

com

Come see our
Great Spiritual
Selections
HARDING
COLLEGE
BOOK STORE

for

Perry Mason Jr. was giv~n a
surprise birthday supper by his
mother, Mrs. Perry Mason,
Thursday night, Oct. 2, at their
home.
The supper, baked ham, green
beans, congealed salad, baked
apples, baked potatoes, hot rolls,
ice cream and birthday cake, was
served buffet style.
After supper several games
were played including Scrabble,
Chess and pick-up sticks.
Those attending were Joe
Hightower, Sallie Turner; Ed
Hightower, Shirley Richardson;
Jerry Figgins, Georgie Claypool;
Don Horseman, Evelyn McLaury;
Gary Peddle, Carolyn Gelly;
Perry Mason, Lynn Merrick

din1
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th01
the
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45 and 33 I /3 RPM
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Har
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MONDAY ONLY

GARNER-McKENNY

2

~r

STUDENT
SPECIALS

I

;

~

-

''Bi~

Distributors for the State
of Arkansas. Contact us
for complete information,
samples, and prices.

Always Welcome

·: . ..-

coll
trao
p

Desert Flower Hand
& Body Lotion 1.00
Hudnut Creme
Rinse ..... ......... .. 98¢
53 ¢ Colgate Dental Cream
2 for ......... .... ... 89¢
1.1.9 lpana Plus ....... . 99¢
53 ¢ Kolynos Toothpaste
2 for 69¢
98¢ lpana Push-Button 88¢
75 Big Value
Envelopes ... .. .. ... 39¢
59¢ Vaseline Cream
Tonic .... ..... ...
49¢
$1 .00 Gillette Razor .. 79¢
3.00 Revlon Lipstick,
2 refills, l case 2.00
4.7 5 Revlon Moon Drops
& Moisture Balm 3.00
60¢ White Rain Shampoo
2 for 89¢
1.79 Rapid-Shave, Schick
razor & blades .... 99¢
12-Pc. Melaminee informal
Dinnerware ... . . 2.98
24.95 Luxury Acrilan
Elec. blanket .. 18.95

I

Birthday Supper Given
For Perry Mason, Jr.

Sunday night, members of the
Omega Phi social club met at
the home of their sponsor, Mrs.
Russell Simmons, for a bunking
party. After Mrs. Simmons had
served the girls pizza pie and
coffee, they settled down for a
.sleepless night. Many plans were
discussed for the coming year.

35¢ Kleenex 400's ...... 27¢

Fourteen members of the
Pioneer club returned for another
year · at Haridng.
The officers this year are Doug
Cloud, pres.; Bob Yoakum, vice103 W. Market
West of Court House
pres.; .W. 0. Mowery, sec.; Francis Whiteman, treas.; and Dale
A CHRISTIAN SHOP
Yoder, news reporter.
At the first meeting of the
club, Miss Betty Clark was •:•2111111111111m11111111111a111111111111nn1111111111a111111111111u111111111111n111111111111rm1111111111c111111111111a111111111111n111111111.:.
chosen to be the club queen.
The chapel program, presented
Wednesday, Oct. 8, was under
the direction of the president,
Doug Cloud.
~

~
=

Omega Phis Given
Pizza-Bunking Party

. Jim Smith

'J

Texas Triumphs

SPORTSMAN'S
VIEW

Over Tennessee

*
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\ooners Tie ·Hogs
With 12-0 Victory

Inspired by some fine running
and passing from backs Bullock,·
Mitchell,
and
Higginbotham,
By ED HIGHTOWER
Texas battled their way to a 16-0
Victor y over winless Tennessee.
Undefeated Oklahoma marched
Bad breaks and fumbles to victory over the previously unf..ast fall, after 19 years of nc ~o athletic squads, not herds of
characterized the Volunteer's iefeated Arkansas 12-0 Saturday
intercollegiate athletic activity vomen students) is not as yet a
play through the entire contest: nigp.t.
Harding resumed her competitio1 nember of a conference, such as
Coach Figgins' boys were able ,,. The Razorbacks took the openwith other schools. The Hardin[ ;he ARKANSAS INTERCOLLEGonly once to move the pigskin ing kick-off on thei,r own 20-yard
IATE
CONFERENCE.
Hence,
"Bison" again engaged in inter·
into Texas territory.
line and ran it out to the 28. Af.
collegiate athletics in basketball, Harding is playing unattached
Both Longhorn touchdowns re- ter three plays they were forced
md is therefore; ineligible for a
track, and baseball.
suited from passes from MitchelJ to punt.
Probably some of you new- .::onference championship.
to Bullock. The Texans made it
Big Red took over, after a
The first of t hese limitations
comer s are not familiar with the:
8-0, late in the first quarter, on 1hort run back, on their 43-ayrd
must
be
recognized
as
an
attempt
limitations under which the proa 54 yard toss to Bullock, with 'ine. A 17-yard pass play from
gram was resumed. First, and ~o avoid some of the evils of proMitchell going over for the touch- Tames Stone to Curry Peacock
athletics
and
fessionalized
college
probably the aspect of the prodown two plays later. The final ;ave them the first firstdown of
gram which has drawn the most 1s further evidence of Harding's
tally
came in the fourth quarter ~he ball game. In the same se-comment, is the fact that. Har- pursuit of the ideal college sitwhen Bullock, deep in the Vols' ' -ies· of plays James Stone tossed
ding's intercollegiate athletic 11ation. All are familiar with the
end zone, snagged another Mit- . 'l long pass from the 50-yard line
program is carried on without 5rowth of interest in intercol';o Ken Cottrell who caught it on
chell toss.
legiate
athletic
programs
during
the ~id of subsidization. For
Esque
and
Sharpe
also
turned
the
run and gallopped over for
An unidentified Razorback finds his forward progress blocked
those who are not familiar with :ecent years in most college$ in
in out standing performances for ~he touchdown. An attempt for
Oklahoma's
Ken
Cottrell.
Nearby
teammates
of
the
ball
by
America.
The
competition
for
the term, subsidization means
the winners. Figgins and Camp ~he extra point was no good.
carrier offer their assistance but are unable to prevent the
the offering of athletic ~icholar· ~hampionships and the resulting
played
fine ball for the losers.
In the second period pf play
tackle.
:!Ompetition fOr players has gone
ships.
First downs
10
4
there was no scoring. Oklahoma
well
out
of
hand.
In the second place, the HarYards rushing
88
40
threatened once after they reThe point has been reached
The only way Harding will be I want to encourage those who
ding "Herd" (I am refering to
128
46
covered an Arkansas fumble on
where subsidized athletics play accepted into the AIC is for her feel they have t he ability to Yards passing
10
2
the 44-yard line and moved it
for money rather than for the to play intercollegiate football, play college basketball to go out Passes
7
2
down to the 20. A good Ark·
love of the game. The lack of or least state her purpose to do for the team . It is my belief that Passes completed
75
10
msas defense stopped the drive.
mbsidization
shouldn't ,
and so. As yet, Harding has made if you feel you have the ability Yards penalized
WELCOME BACK!
Arkansas was never able to get
:loesn't, decrease the desire for no move to begin football.
to play college ball and possess
the ball in scoring territory in
winning, but it does place a
Last year a number of boys a true sportsman's view of ath- Applications Open
the second quarter. The half
limit
on
the
underhanded
techThe Best Haircuts in
passed up the opportunity of letics you will go out for the in- l""
~ame with the · score 6-0 in favor
niques used to achieve a victory. playing intercollegiat~ athletics tercollegiate program.
ror
nterco
egiate
~f Oklahoma.
The second limitation - that and chose to remain in intraTown Come From
Whether Harding can play in- Cheerleader Positions
In the third period Arkansas
of not being able to compete for mural program. Of course, that tercollegiate football, maintain
a conference championship - is is a decision that has to be an acceptable record, and thus
As was annoucned in chapel 'lllowed a punt to be blocked that
more serious. Not having the made by each individual, because allow Harding to become affili- last Friday, the time is drawing was covered on the 20-yard mark
incentive of a conference cham- intercollegiate athletics will cur- ated with the AIC remains to be near for Harding students to by Oklahoma. It looked like it
pionship to play for can be rath- tail participation in intramural seen. The interest in intramural elect this year's intercollegiate 'llight be another touchdown for
er frustrating. Other advantages sports, at least during the sea- tackle football indicates that cheerleaders. The following pro- ~klahoma when they pushed forof a conference membership son.
many fine athletes would be will- cedure for their election has been ward to the 9. A 15-yard pencould be pointed to, also.
The intercollegiate program of- ing to give it a try.
set up by the Student Associa- 'llty gave Arkansas a hand in
protecting their goal line.
fers several advantages over inPredictions for this week's tion:
During the final period of play
tramural sports, though. Among games are as follows:
1. Both men and women stuthose is a better class of ball and
TEXAS vs. ARKANSAS: The ·i ents are eligible to try out for a James Stone intercepted an Ark·
stiffer competition. An intercol- acquisition by the Longhorns of position on the cheerleading msas pass on the 40-yard line
and ran it to the 16.
legiate letter gives a person who Jerry Mitchell speaks strongly squad.
PRESCRIPTIONS
plans to coach a great deal more in their favor. I'll have to re2. Written applications must be
Two plays later Ken Cottrell
103 ·W. Arch
Phone 33 prestige than he would other- verse preseason predictions as a submitted to the Student Asso- dashed 14 yards for the final
wise have.
result of this new addition and ciation office in the American touchdown. The try for extra
"'
On October 21 practice for in- go along with Cliff Sharp's team. Studies building not la ter than point was no good.
yJ111111111111c111111111111a111ummwm11111uua1111mru11a111111111111aa111mu1ian111111111a111u1mma111HmH11D1111111111•:• tercollegiate basketball will start. Results of games with Tennessee Thursday, Oct. 9. That is today.
The Hogs finally got · fired up
~
~
indicate that Texas should be a
3. Tryouts will be held Friday in the closing minutes of the
"> 51
9~=
_..,_~,-+1 14-point favorite. Texas 14, night, Oct. 24, at an intramural game. After taking the kick-off
•
Arkansas 0.
football game. The student body they were downed on their 18= We are fully equiped .to service all makes and =
We appreciate your
OKLAHOMA vs. TENNESSEE: is urged to a~tend.
yard line. From there they be.·
gan to move. Wayman Epp put
m_od.els
of.
radio
and
T.
V.
sets.
We
specialize
~
patronage!
I
The
Sooners
have
the
Power
to
4.
Each
student
who
attends
,,.
1
h f
- I
• make mince-meat out of the will be asked to vote for the on a good exhibition of how to
~ sl- 1 eqmpment, and now have the new wonder, ~ i
I Volunteers. However, I believe number of applicants to fill the carry a ball with his 40-yard
~
TE.ROFONIC Equipment.
j that .Coach Figgins' team will available positions.
gain in three plays. It looked as
;_
REASONABLE PRICES ON FULLY GUARANTEED WORK.
11
be up for this, after suffering two
5. Five positions on the cheer- if the Razorbacks were touch- stinging defeats, and that t hey leading squad are available, since down bound, but time ran out
~
A Harding Alumnus
~ 1
will score their first touchdown Carolyn Davis has returned from while they were in a huddle
6 1527 E. Race
Phone 398 ~
I of the season. The big Red will last year's squad.
within scoring territory.
(.Across from Searcy Truck & Tractor Co.)
~ l
Main and Park Ave.
j emerge as victors, though. Okla- Previous cheerleading experi=
Ph
923
I
homa 14, Tennessee 6.
ence would be good, but it is 1-w-11t1-111-u-•-•-uu-..-•-*'-"'
111111111a111111111111a111111111111cU111111111101111111uman1111111111am111111111aumn11111a111111111111a111111n1111a111111111111tF.. 1I
one
!•
not required. Other desirable
+·-~•-uo-••-•1 _ .,._,._,._,._:_..,_,! Buy From BISON Ads! qualities are a good personality,
I a loud voice, a certain amount of
~l111111111111n111111111111n111111111111n111111111111n111111111111c111111111111n111111111111n111111111111n111111111111n111111111111n111111111~·· agility, and a lack of shyness.
~
~ For further regtilations please
§
5 consult the .bulletin board in the
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CENTRAL
Barber Shop

Stotts Drug Store
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S. S. Service Station

Come by and fill up for the lowest price

We' Fix

Flats

*

Ju'st Arr·1ved
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and the greatest performance.
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Regular 27.9
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East Race-Across from City Tire Service
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Student Center.

a terested

(and stripes -

g Bostonian

no back buckle -

with pocket flaps)

Shoes .... ... ....... .............. ... . 13.95 up
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E. Race and Blakeney -

Near Harding
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DARDEN'S
KEf P-U-NEAT
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I Pig Skin Husk Puppies (shoes) .. .. ..... ... 8.95 i
The 3 R's of Good Eating

and have not already

~~~

Ivy League Flannels ...... ...... ..... .. .... ....... $11.95

Submit your

i§ applications today if you are in-

Where Quality Counts
Phone 206 and 531 For Pickup Service
Searcy, Arkansas
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CONGRATULATIONS STUDENTS

East End Barber

Sh~p

1515 East Race Street

On Your

"Across from Hart's Garage"

Opportunity to Attend Harding College

This is a special invitation to all Harding

'/(, ENDEZVOUS
'/(,

ESTA~RANT

SERVING GOOD FOOD

FOR 26

YEARS

students and faculty to visit our new shop.

**

Let

Us
Serve
You

Small and Large Banquet Service for

SECURITY BAN·K

Any Size Party

"A Friendly Institution"

*'

T. V.
Comfortable Chair
Free Parking

WE SPECIALIZE IN FLA'ITOPS
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

Raymond Hill

Joe

Cunningham

·6

*

'
·THE HARDING BISON
Searcy, Ark.

Oct. 9, 1958

Wildcats Smash
Hurricanes 33-0

Sports Highlights Sub T-16 on Top;
ror G~r~s Include Mohicans Lose
Softball, Riding

Intramural Scoreboard
Football
W
L
Pct.
Oklahoma
2
0
1.000
Arkansas
1
1
.500
Texas
1
1
.500
Tennessee
o 2
.000
Last Week's Games:
Texas 16, Tennessee 0
Oklahoma 12, Arkansas O

Sub T-16 and Mohican teams,
top-ranked in the current club
By Barbara Galyan
softbail tournament, took to the
Continuing their scoring ram.,.
field Monday in what proved to
With
capable
Karen
Fry
on
page last Thursday night, the
Academy's Wildcats trounced the ;he mound, the local Yokels be one of the most exciting
Jonesboro "B" team Hurricanes. ;rampled over the Sweet Ones. games of the year. Sub-T came
Softball
33-0. Inspired by their 32-6 wi11 Vliss Fry, continuing to show out on top of the scrap when in
Last Week's Games
last week over DeValls Bluff, the good control, was credited with the bottom of the 9th inning
Faculty 12, Pels 2
Cats outran Jonesboro in the .several strikeouts and a small
Pels 15, Chicks 5
Harold
Norwood
sacrificed
to
'.sprinkling
of
hits
for
the
four
first half and broke up the midFaculty 15, Vet Village 3
dle with fullback and halfback inning game. She has shown deep center field to score Roy
Vols 8, Travelers 0
lexterity in hitting, two homers Vanderpool. That made eleven
smashes in the second.
Bears l&, Barons 6
Defensively the Cats were still for this game, and fielding which runs for the Subs which was one
strong, holding Jonesboro to onl:v ;><>int to her as being the most
Standings
better than Mohicans' ten. The
two first downs in the first half versatile player.
W
L
Pct.
game was left at that score since Pels
and three in the second. Hardinr
Sweet Ones' pitchers, Sylvia
2
0
1.000
piled up a total of 17 first downs Johnson and Pat Betts, each al- two over-time innings had been Vols
1.000
2 - 0
against the weak Hurricanes.
Bears
1owed several runs, giving the played already.
1
1
.500
Twelve plays and 68 yards af1illbillies a large lead that was
The game was filled with er- Travelers
1
1
.500
ter the opening whistle halfback
never matched throughout the rors committed by both teams Chicks
1
2
.333
Johnny Jones took a pitch-out
Iame by the Sweets.
and tension ran high throughout Barons
0
3
.000
from quarterback Carlton Burke
Several solid hits combined the ~ontest. Disastrous fielding
around right end from ·12 yards
Top Ten
out for the first tally. The ex- with some smooth defensiv(• errors on the part of the Mohi(based on 7 at bats)
tra point try was good. Takinr fielding gave the Yokels a dis- cans allowed the Sub Ts to puth
ab r h Pct.
the ball on the Jonesboro 40- tinct advantage over a less pol- across eight runs in the bottom Name
H. Valentine
9 7 6 .667
of
the
third
which
was
the
only
ished
group
of
sweeties.
The
yard line in the second quarter.
8 3 5 .625
the Cats moved around the. ends h.illbillies had excellent team- sustained rally of the game. The S. Overturf
8 6 5 .625
five times in nine plays to score. work from Misses Fry, Lamber- Mohicans hit well throughout the D. Starr
D.
Thompson
12
4 7 .584
game
and
scored
regularly
but
son,
Ennis,
and
White,
which
The extra point try was not good.
12 5 7 .584
leaving the score 13-0 at the h.elped them to earn their final were unable to come across with G. Turner
7 7 4 .572
score of 14 which topped the the big run in the top of the G. Casey
half.
eighth
and
ninth
innings.
G.
Treadway
9 4 5 .556
Sweet
Ones
by
12.
A blocked punt on the Jones8 6 4 .500
The fielding on the part of the Bob Diles
boro 20 by tackle Jim ThompSaddling, bridling, mounting,
11 3 5 .454
son set up the Academy's first neck reining, and bareback rid- Mahicans kept the drive in the Wayne Davis
11 3 5 .454
TD in the second period. Five ing are a few of the elemental whole tribe until the winning run B. Gordon
downs later fullback Pete Weeks· procedures that are being learn- crossed the plate.
scored through the middle from ed by the members of the EquesThe Mohicans have now been
three yards out. Tommy Bry- trian Club. Starting with this dropped into the losers bracket
SMITH - VAUGHN
ant's extra-point around end was basic foundation along with and will have to play either
good.
learning how to care for a horse T.A.G. or Sigma Tau Sigma in
MERCANTILE
In the fourth quarter Jones and tack (riding equipment), the order to get another chance at
took a pitch-out around right rider will learn to appreciate his the defending champs.
201 - 205 West Arch
end and raced 14 yards to make animal more and also have greatPioneers beat Frater Sodalis
the score 26-0. Weeks bucked er enjoyment.
Phone 1
21-13 while Sigma Tau advanced
the middle of the line to make it
If you are interested in becom- up the ladder with a win over
Tl. About five minutes before ing a better educated horsewo- Galaxy by a score of 21-.S.
Your
the end of the game Weeks man, you may still become a
Sub-T will remain idle until
shook loose on a line plunge good member of the club by paying the losers bracket is played off.
WESTINGHOUSE
for 28 yards and the final score. the fee of $20.00. This fee covDEALER
The excellent running of half- ers your membership for nne seUSE BISON ADS
back Lanny Casey shook the Hur- mester.
ricanes in the first half causing
the Cats to make many first
downs. The outstanding defensive work of Chris Dean, Steve
Williams, Pete Weeks, and Sid
Tate gave the Cats the edge on
the Hurricanes many times durWelcomes all Harding Students and Faculty
ing the game.

William Walker Studio

BERRYHILL'S
Sporting Goods

to visit our studio. We have all your picture
needs.

i4:
i4:

.

Kodak Finishing
Frames

v ~~~~~~~~~~~~

Determined
Roy the
Vanderpool
streaks
home with
winning - - - - - - - - - - - run in the Sub T-16 - Mohican
softball game in spite -of all
catcher Charles Martin can do.
This action took place in the
bottom of the eighth inning.

The next Academy home game
will be on Oct. 16 when they
will meet the Arkansas Deaf
school.

Cato's
Barber Shop
We Welcome
Harding Students
and Appreciate
Your Business -

218 W. Arch

..~

~,.

There's no time
like the present

for ~EMODELIN9
Let us help you with
materials and expert
advice. Call todayl

Wood-Freeman
Lumber Co.

Tires - Batteries - Anti-Freeze
Complete Car Servicing

SUPER CONOCO SERVICE STATION
WALTER E. DAWSON
Washing - Lubrication - Battery Charging
Pick-Up and Delivery Service
Your Patronage Will Be Appreciated
Phone 921
E. Race and Blakeney

Portraits
Film

-W e have the best. in
all types ol sports
equipment

C'I"""""""'""",......,....__."""'-...................,,..... ....... ,.... ..-.-~--~-,----..-.. ....... -,

LOOK!!!
Your name stamped in beautiful gold letters

FREE
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become expensive.
.
Don't Delay come and see us today.

§~

3

HART AUTO SERVICE

Ic

I

*

I

a

!

Small Repa1r
.

m~y

(An alumni of Harding)

*

§

~
~

I

WRECKER SERVICE
Day Phone 420
Night Phone 854W ~
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on any Bible purchased in our store.

Commercial Printing Company, Inc.
Phone 1701

Searcy, Ark.
Next door to Rialto Theatre

GRAND OPE HING
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 9

Cothern's Men's Store
We have a complete new stock of:

**
*
*

Suits
Sport Coats
Jackets
Sport Shirts
*Hats

Bowl in Air-Conditioned Comfort
Start the new year RIGHT.
Buy a complete bowling outfit

We have a complete assortment of

*
**

Shoes
Balls
Bags

Nationally advertised Brand names of Mayfield, Marx Made, Pilgrim, Arrow, Jarman, and
McGregor.

*

Not a "rah rah" left 'in him! He's just
discovered there's no more Coke. And
a cheer leader without Coke is as sad
as a soap opera. To put the sparkle
back in his eye-somebody!bring him a sparkling cold Coca-Cola'!

Free Door Prizes

Formerly Curtis Walkers
Phone 597

...

Cheerless leader
SIGN OF GOOD TASTE
Bottled under cuthority of The Coca-Cola Company by

COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. Of ARKANSAS
Searcy, Arkansas

